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The output is something like this, the 1st line is the Main
part the 2nd line is the kick drum, the third line is the
snare, etc: ` A: You're importing MIDI data, which are

always represented as fixed-size unsigned bytes. Since your
MIDI data is not MIDI data, but audio data, you'll want to

decode them as so. If you are using MIDI, Auralink, or
Windows Timidity, then you will likely be able to use

midi.c, and it may also be able to be used in conjunction
with the'midi_dump' library to decode the file directly.

Otherwise, you can use avconv (as mentioned above). Here
is some documentation for it: With avconv, you would

need to pass the -f raw option, and then pass in the
'rawdata' file as your 'pcm_fmt'. Once it's decoded, you
can combine it with the other 'pcm_fmt' (e.g. int16le or

float32le) into one file, and then save it. You'll also want to
set the PTS to the decoded file. There's a -pts option for
doing this, but it's deprecated. A: Because of the way you
imported the data, you're just going to get the first several
bytes of data because it was encoded as MIDI. MIDI data
comes in little 8-bit bytes. So, the first byte you get is the
first of many that will be just one part of the drum kit. I
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would use the recommended program that is already
floating around the internet to convert the data into PCM

format and then use a program to export it as an audio file.
Q: How to correctly know if the user has already read the
last page using the tablet canon M series? I have read this

post. I am developing an application for a tablet, the
applications works fine on a pdf viewer. However, the apps
ask for permission to read the PDF's last page, so I change

Intent.ACTION_GET_CONTENT to
Intent.ACTION_OPEN_DOCUMENT This means that the

user can only open documents that have been created
previously. Is it right? What should I
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